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Abstract
Dental implants placement can sometimes be

limited due to physical conditions, wherein the

horizontal space is limited by adjacent teeth and

roots or situations in which there is narrow

alveolar ridge, By using a narrow diameter

implant (NDI), the need for bone augmentation

can be avoided. In situations where there is

limited horizontal space, a NDI may be the only

option to replace a missing tooth.
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INTRODUCTION
The choice of implant diameter depends on the

type of edentulism, the volume of the residual

bone, the amount of space available for the

prosthetic reconstruction, the emergence profile,

and the type of occlusion.[1] Narrow diameter

implants (NDIs; diameter <3.75 mm) have

specific clinical indications, e.g., where there is

reduced interradicular bone or a thin alveolar

crest, and for the replacement of teeth with a

small cervical diameter.[1]

Partially edentulous region in the posterior

mandible is a very common finding. Replacement

if delayed has a severe effect on the rehabilitation

because of the situation following removal of

posterior mandibular tooth, mesial drift of the

teeth adjacent to edentulous area, which

compromises the space for placement of a

standard diameter implant.

NDIs supporting single tooth replacements have

shown favorable clinical results in the long-term

perspective.[1–9] Small diameter implants have

been indicated in the incisor region for the

maxilla and mandible primarily; their usage

should be considered in select posterior regions.

The use of NDI in these regions was always

controversial due to the expectation that posterior

teeth region are considered as load-bearing

regions and due to high load the dental implant

would fail. NDIs have been available in clinical

practice since the 1990s, but only a few studies

have analyzed their clinical outcome.[10–14] The

identification of factors for the long-term survival

rate; total implants still in place at the end of the

follow-up and success rate; good clinical,

radiologic, and aesthetic outcome is the main goal

of the recent literature.[15] Immediate loading

means placing the final or provisional prosthetic

restoration immediately or within 48 hours of the

surgical procedure. It is referred to appropriately

as immediate loading when the prosthetic

restoration is in occlusal contact; otherwise, it is

known as immediate restoration without loading

(IRWL).[16] This paper presents a case report of

narrow diameter two-piece implant  placed in a

compromised mandibular posterior edentulous

site with IRWL.

CASE REPORT
A 23-year-old female patient reported to the

Department of Periodontics and Oral

Implantology with a chief complaint of missing

tooth no. 46 [Figure 1] for about 5 to 6 years. On

clinical evaluation, it was found that the

edentulous space in relation to tooth no. 46 was

compromised due to drifting of the adjacent teeth

and was measured to be about 7 mm at the

cervical level and at the contact area the space

was reduced [Figure 2]. The buccolingual width

preoperative was 7 mm and the inter-occlusal

distance was measured to be 6 mm. The patient

was suggested orthodontic correction of drifted

adjacent teeth to achieve space for placement of

standard implant. The patient was unwilling for

orthodontic intervention because of prolonged

treatment duration. After discussing the pros and

cons of the NDIs in the posterior region, the

patient gave the consent for the same. Following

thorough clinical [Figure 1] and radiographic [

Figure 2] evaluation, it was decided to place a

narrow diameter two-piece implant  of size 3.0 ×

13 mm.

Figure 1

Partially edentulous region in relation

to 46

Figure 2

Intraoral periapical radiograph in

relation to 46

Following standard preparation protocol for

implant surgery, local infiltration anesthesia

lignocaine (1:80 000) was administered. Using a

scalpel no. 15, a crestal incision was given and

the full thickness flap was raised using a

periosteal elevator. Osteotomy was started using

the pilot drill of diameter 2.0 mm to a depth of 13

mm and parallelism was checked using a

paralleling pin. The osteotomy was subsequently

enlarged to 2.5 mm. A narrow diameter two-piece

dental implant  of size 3.0 × 13 mm was placed

with good primary stability achieving a torque

value of 45 Ncm [Figure 3]. Abutment was

placed and trimmed to receive temporary

restoration [Figure 4]. IRWL[16] protocol was

followed with no occlusal contact in centric

occlusion and eccentric movements [Figures 5

and 6]. A 0.2% chlorhexidine mouth rinse was

prescribed two/three times daily for two weeks

following surgery; antibiotics and anti-

inflammatory drugs were prescribed for 5 days.

Figure 3

Implant torqued to 45 NCm

Figure 4

Abutment placed

Figure 5

Immediate restoration without loading

Figure 6

Radiograph after immediate loading

After uneventful healing of 3 months, the patient

was evaluated clinically and radiologically. Soft

tissue demonstrated satisfactory healing and

intraoral periapical radiograph suggested no

marginal bone loss after 3 months of healing

process.

The temporary crown with abutment was

removed and closed-tray transfer coping was

placed and a radiograph was taken for analyzing

the fit of the coping to the dental implant . A 1-

mm shoulder narrow diameter abutment was

transferred to the laboratory for milling and

fabrication of metal coping prior to final

prosthesis. The abutment and coping was tried in

to check for marginal fit. Final porcelain-fused

metal crown was placed [Figure 7] with good

emergence profile and radiograph revealed good

marginal fit of the restoration [Figure 8].

Figure 7

Final prosthesis – Clinical photograph

Figure 8

Final prosthesis – Radiograph

The patient was reviewed subsequently after 6

months clinically and radiographically [Figure 9]

with no bone loss. At one year, clinical evaluation

revealed good soft tissue health and excellent

emergence profile [Figure 10]; radiographic

examination showed no marginal bone loss [

Figure 11].

Figure 9

Six months review - Radiograph

Figure 10

One-year clinical photograph

Figure 11

One-year radiograph

DISCUSSION
Several studies evaluating the clinical outcome of

narrow implants placed in different indications

are available.[1–9] Narrow implants supporting

single tooth replacements have shown favorable

clinical results in the long-term perspective. NDIs

have also been used to support full arch

reconstructions, and satisfactory results have been

shown for fixed bridges and over dentures in the

mandible and in the maxilla. In general, no

difference in the clinical outcome between

standard diameter implants and narrow implants

has been observed. In an extensive review,

Renouard and Nisand[17] suggested that the

survival rates for narrow implants are comparable

with that of standard diameter implants when

used in appropriate indications. They also

reported that no relationship was found between

marginal bone loss and implant diameter. Bone

quality, a host-related factor, is believed to be the

strongest predictor of outcome in immediate

loading. Misch reported that most immediately

loaded implants are placed in anatomical sites

with bone quality of D1 or D2.[18] Zinsli et al.

evaluated 2-part ITI implants (full-body screws

3.3 mm in diameter; Straumann) in a prospective

clinical study. One hundred forty-nine partially or

completely edentulous patients received a total of

298 implants over a 10-year period. After a

standard healing period (3 to 6 months), the

implants were restored with fixed restorations

such as single crowns, fixed partial or complete

prostheses, or over-dentures. Complete prostheses

or over-dentures in the edentulous jaw were the

predominant types of restoration. The cumulative

5-year implant survival rate was 98.7%; after 6

years, it was 96.6%. The authors concluded that

the success of 3.3-mm ITI implants appears to be

predictable if clinical guidelines are followed and

appropriate prosthetic restorations are provided.

However, the authors suggested that fatigue

fracture may occur after a long period of function.

[19] Although short-term outcomes of NDIs are

quite promising, studies on long-term survival

rate of these implants are few in number. Further

research is needed to elucidate the controversy

surrounding the long-term survival of NDIs.

CONCLUSION
Nowadays, there is increased patient acceptance

and popularity of implant supported prosthesis

along with the demand for aesthetics. It is for the

clinician to use his expertise and discretion to

clearly distinguish the situation where implants

can be placed and restored successfully to the

ever increasing patient expectations. The case

report presented in this paper revealed good soft

tissue aesthetics and excellent emergence profile

under the given circumstance of compromised

space.
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